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I ‘Center’ is Moscow, Saint-Petersburg and foreign countries,
I ‘Province’ is everything else.
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Gender distribution

Dialogue males
I Average yearly percentage:
I 57 (before double blind)
I 45 (after double blind)
I Difference: -12

Dialogue females
I Average yearly percentage:
I 43 (before double blind)
I 55 (after double blind)
I Difference: +12

Naively comparing with the standard deviation before 2019: 5
The difference seems significant: more female authors.
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I Average yearly percentage:
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I Difference: 0
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I Difference: 0

Welch T-test: Ttest_indResult(statistic=-0.08, pvalue=0.94)
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I Average yearly percentage:
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I Average yearly percentage:
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I Difference: -9

Naively comparing with the standard deviation before 2019: 4
The difference seems significant (although in an unexpected
direction: more ‘central’ authors).
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AIST Center
I Average yearly percentage:
I 79 (before double blind)
I 56 (after double blind)
I Difference: -23

AIST Province
I Average yearly percentage:
I 21 (before double blind)
I 44 (after double blind)
I Difference: +23

Welch T-test: Ttest_indResult(statistic=2.48, pvalue=0.048)
Significantly more ‘non-central’ authors!
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AIST
I Significant increase in the number of female authors for

Dialogue
I Significant decrease in the number of ‘non-central’ authors for

Dialogue (???)
I No changes in gender distribution for AIST.

NB: for Dialogue, we rely on only one year after the introduction of
double-blind reviewing (2019).

We welcome everyone, by the way :-)
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